
ŠkodaYeti&Me
Accessories

The information in this brochure referring to specification, design, equipment, materials, warranties and 
external appearance relates to the time at which this brochure was printed. Whilst every effort is made 
to ensure its accuracy, the information in this brochure is not binding and is subject to alteration without 
notice. Some illustrations in this brochure may depict left-hand drive models. All products in this brochure 
have been approved by Škoda UK for fitment to right-hand drive vehicles.

The products shown here are a small sample of the range of Škoda Original Accessories available.  
Please note that all Škoda Original Accessories carry a two-year warranty from the point of purchase.  
This warranty is extended to three years when purchased with a new vehicle.

For the latest information please visit www.accessories.skoda.co.uk

The environmental logo expresses Škoda Auto’s 
awareness of, responsibility for and attempts at 
the sustainable development of the company 
and a friendly approach to life and nature.  
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Make the Škoda Yeti your own with our comprehensive range 
of Original Accessories. Designed to offer maximum choice with 
minimum fuss, all of our accessories are designed to fit perfectly, 
first time. What’s more, if they’re fitted with your car when new, 
every accessory comes with a comprehensive, three-year warranty.*

* Skoda Original Accessories come with a standard two year warranty unless otherwise stated. 
Excludes wear and tear.



Sport&Design
Your Yeti is pretty distinctive already, but why not head off and do 
your own thing with our range of accessories designed to add bags 
of attitude? Front bumper 

aluminium eff ect trims

These sleek bits of trim add a 
stylish glint of metal to your 
front bumper.

5L0 071 329

Side mirror aluminium 
eff ect covers

The stylish addition of matt 
metal gives your wing mirrors 
an individual look.

5L0 071 719

M
anual 5L2 064 200

Autom
atic 5L2 064 205

Door sill covers

Protect your door sills from scuff s and scratches with these 
eyecatching etched stainless steel covers. Also available in black.

Rugged wheel arch extension kit

Be more rugged or just look more rugged with our wheel arch extension kit. 
Bespoke designs to match the exact contours of your Yeti, these durable plastic 
panels are the ultimate rugged style addition. Complete the upgrade with the 
aluminium side steps (sold seperately).

Black w
ith stainless steel inserts - 

KD
A 630 002

Black -  KD
A 630 001 

Product requires fi tting. Please contact your retailer for further information.

5L0 071 910

Chrome eff ect exhaust 
pipe end piece

Give those pipes some visual 
fl air with a stunning stainless 
steel fi nish.

Aluminium eff ect side sill covers

Just because it’s rugged doesn’t mean it can’t pack a bit of 
style. Give your Yeti’s sills a visual upgrade whilst protecting 
from scuff s and scrapes.

FAA 630 002

Aluminium eff ect rear bumper cover

This contoured cover protects your rear bumper from scratches 
when you’re loading all that wet, dirty outdoor gear (or your holiday 
luggage) into the boot.

5L0 071 360

Aluminium side steps

For added visual clout, a pair of bespoke aluminium side steps is the 
must-have accessory.

ZG
B 5L0 071 2005L0 071 069

Sports foot pedal covers 

Stainless steel sports foot 
pedal covers with rubber 
anti-slip inserts.
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Dolomite

7.0J x 17" for tyre 225/50 R17

Annapurna

7.0J x 17" for tyre 225/50 R17

Annapurna - Silver/Black

7.0J x 17" for tyre 225/50 R17

Spitzberg

7.0J x 17" for tyre 225/50 R17

Spectrum

7.0J x 16" for tyre 215/60 R16

Flash

6.0J x 17" for tyre 205/50 R17

Alloy wheels 

Alloy wheels announce that you’ve arrived in style. The only diff icult decision is 
knowing which one to choose.

CC
H

 630 005

CC
H

 630 004

CC
H

 630 002

CC
X 800 003 for snow

 chains C
EP 800 001

CC
R 800 001

CC
H

 630 003

Leather accessories

Add a touch of luxury to your Yeti with our high quality range 
of tactile leather accessories.

3-Spoke sport leather steering wheel

Keep it sporty. Our thicker, contoured, 3-spoke leather 
wheel is sporty and luxurious at the same time.

FBA 800 000

Leather handbrake handle

Keep the leather theme going with a chic leather 
handle for your handbrake.

W
ithout jum

bo box - FFA 600 010 
W

ith jum
bo box - FFA 600 011

Leather gear knob

Complete the luxury upgrade. A sleeker gear 
knob makes changing gear a real pleasure.

Leather gearstick gaiter
5L1 071 350

5-speed - 5L0 064 230
4x4 6-speed - 5L0 064 230A
6-speed - 5L0 064 230B

FBA 800 001

4-Spoke leather steering wheel

Our leather steering wheel adds comfort and a luxurious 
feel to every drive in your Yeti.

6Sport&Design

7.0J x 17" for tyre 225/50 R17

CC
R 800 001

Annapurna - Silver/Black

7.0J x 17" for tyre 225/50 R17

Spitzberg

7.0J x 17" for tyre 225/50 R17

Flash

6.0J x 17" for tyre 205/50 R17



Music&Communication
Whether you’re exploring the great outdoors or the heart of the city, stay 
connected with the latest music, satnav and communications wizardry.

Voyager twin portable DVD system

Our portable twin screen, high resolution 7" TFT 
screen DVD system will stop them getting bored in 
the back. A secure mounting kit fi xes screens to the 
front headrests, and two pairs of headphones let 
you enjoy the drive in peace.

ZG
B 000 035 400
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№ kia HF 310 portable Bluetooth device

A high quality and discreet portable Bluetooth hands-free 
system, conveniently designed to attach to your sun visor,
windscreen or dashboard.

ZG
B 000 051 100

Road Angel Professional†

The UK’s number one safety camera and accident black spot alert 
device. Easily updatable via a USB connection to your computer. 
Includes a stylish customisable interface and remote control.
ZGB 000 052 916

Road Angel Professional Connected†

The world’s fi rst connected safety camera and accident black 
spot alert device. Always connected via GPRS/GSM technology, 
which allows automatic updates on the move.
ZGB 000 052 916 A 

† Subscription fee and minimum contract period 
applies. Please refer to the current price list or visit 
www.accessories.skoda.co.uk for the latest information.
Road Angel products come with a 1-year warranty.

3.5mm jack to 3.5mm jack leads

Provides an interface to connect most MP3 players to the 
3.5mm audio input port in your Yeti. Please note, this item 
does not display music details on stereo.
20cm - ZGB 000 035 595A
1.5m - ZGB 000 035 595
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Amundsen satellite navigation system

Keep on the straight and narrow with our state-of-the-art satellite 
navigation unit. With a high quality 5" touch screen, combining CD-ROM 
based 3D nav*, audio CD drive and SD/MMC card reader for playing MP3 
audio fi les or saving navigation data. Completing the line-up is a 3.5mm 
‘Aux-in’ socket to connect MP3 players or iPod’s.

* Please note some navigation locations, such as remote rural areas or 
industrial estates, are not identifi able from a fi ve-digit postcode search.

Kenwood DNX 520 VBT

Our fantastic Kenwood head unit is a unique product manufactured 
to meet Škoda technical standards. The Kenwood represents the 
pinnacle of in-car entertainment with a GPS for Europe, integrated 
multimedia system and a USB port for your iPhone, iPod* or MP3. 
The 7" touch screen gives you instant access to functions such as 
the sat-nav mode, tuner and Bluetooth hands-free calling feature.
Additional dash trim may be required.

* Requires an additional lead to connect an iPod.
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Škoda ‘Columbus’ satellite navigation system

Full colour, touchscreen CD/Radio and 3D DVD 
navigation system. Comes with an integrated SD and 
MMC memory card reader for playing MP3 and WMA 
fi les. Includes an integrated 30GB hard disk and traff ic 
info TMC message support. The ultimate music and 
communication upgrade for your Yeti.

Ash grey - ZGB 1Z3 060 005
Beige - ZGB 1Z3 060 006

Blueconnect Bluetooth car phone kit

Enjoy talking hands-free with easy to use Blueconnect 
that fi ts discreetly into the headlining of your car. With 
voice-activation and the latest noise-reduction technology, 
Blueconnect really does look like a ‘factory-fi tted’ option. 
Available in Beige or Grey to match your Roomster’s interior.

Kit for fi tting a non-original radio

Got your eyes on that aftermarket in-car stereo? Our fi tting kit 
creates a standard single DIN slot to allow for aftermarket units 
to fi t within the unique trapezoidal dashboard design of your Yeti.

Garmin nüvi 1210 Satellite Navigation with UK Mapping

The nüvi 1210 is a slim line, simple to use sat nav with Bluetooth 
technology for hands-free calls. Perfect for the safety-minded and 
fuel conscious, this navigator has turn-by-turn directions, ecoRoute, 
lifetime traff ic avoidance and advanced speed camera alerts to keep 
you on time and safe on the road. Includes preloaded maps for the 
UK and Ireland and 1-year warranty cover.

ZG
B 000 035 110
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ZG
B 000 035 110

Our fantastic Kenwood head unit is a unique product manufactured 
to meet Škoda technical standards. The Kenwood represents the 
pinnacle of in-car entertainment with a GPS for Europe, integrated 
multimedia system and a USB port for your iPhone, iPod* or MP3. * or MP3. *

The 7" touch screen gives you instant access to functions such as 
the sat-nav mode, tuner and Bluetooth hands-free calling feature.
Additional dash trim may be required.

 Requires an additional lead to connect an iPod.



Comfort&Practicality
It’s a lot more relaxing taking your Yeti into the wilds (or to the shops) knowing that 
you can keep everything neat, tidy and under control with these clever options.

Floor mats

Rubber mats are great for active lifestyles, with mud and 
dirt easy to wash away.

Yeti branded carpet mats enhance comfort whilst protecting 
your footwell. Easy to remove and clean.

Yeti branded luxury mats have a deeper pile for an ultimate 
luxurious feel.
Rubber - DCC 630 101
Carpet - DCA 630 101
Luxury - DCA 630 102

Window sunblinds

Keep the sun out of your passengers’ eyes (or away from 
the shopping) with sunblinds that cover the rear side, boot 
side and boot rear windows. 
Rear side - 5L0 064 361
Boot side - 5L0 064 363
Boot rear - 5L0 019 120

6 litre cabin cool/warm box

Hot or cold? Cool stuff  to 20°C below room 
temperature or warm it to 65°C above 
with our compact 12V cool/warm box. 
Complete with external cupholders and 
a handy shoulder strap, it’s perfect on a 
picnic or day out.

BC
H

 009 001

15 litre cabin cool/warm box

This 12V cool/warm box can be secured 
using a seatbelt, so your passengers can 
dip into it on the move. It’s roomy too 
with 15 litres to fi ll with your favourite 
snacks and drinks.

5L0 065 400

Cruise control 

Give your right foot a rest with our cruise control upgrade. 
By replacing the indicator stalk with a whole new lever you 
have the controls to maintain a constant speed above 30mph. 
Perfect for longer journeys or reduced-speed roadworks, 
it can even improve fuel consumption.

BE
A 

60
0 

00
2A

Mudflaps

These tough mudfl aps protect your car from anything you 
can throw at it like mud, grit and water. Available in pairs for 
both the front and the rear of your Yeti.
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Practicality
It’s a lot more relaxing taking your Yeti into the wilds (or to the shops) knowing that 
you can keep everything neat, tidy and under control with these clever options.

6 litre cabin cool

Hot or cold? Cool stuff  to 20°C below room 
temperature or warm it to 65°C above 
with our compact 12V cool/warm box. 
Complete with external cupholders and 
a handy shoulder strap, it’s perfect on a 
picnic or day out.



Boot netting system 

When you’re fully loaded it’s simple to fi nd things when they’re 
neatly separated with a range of stretchy nets. And they’ll keep 
your kit in place no matter how bumpy the going gets.
For Yetis without raised boot fl oor DMA 630 003
For Yetis with raised boot fl oor DMA 630 002
For Yetis without spare wheel DMA 630 001

Parcel shelf net 

Make the most of your boot space with this handy net 
underneath the parcel shelf, a great accessory to help you 
keep smaller, loose items under control.

Parcel shelf extended cover

A useful accessory for those who need to keep items in the 
boot away from prying eyes. This waterproof and washable 
fabric cover extension bridges the gap between the existing 
parcel shelf and the rear seats allowing you to exploit the full 
benefi t of the Variofl ex fore and aft sliding Yeti rear seats.

Boot storage bag

Keep your damp gear safely stowed in this neat waterproof 
and washable storage bag. Keeps your stuff  out of sight and 
out of mind, fi xed securely to the hanging hooks in the boot.

D
M

K 770 003
D

AA 630 001
D

M
K 630 002

D
M

K 630 001
KD

X 630 001

Get more out of your boot

Fold-out refl ective fl ap 

Our removable, fold-out refl ective fl ap gives excellent 
protection for your rear bumper. It also folds fl at so you can 
store it in the boot when you’re not using it. And the refl ective 
warning triangle comes in handy for roadside emergencies.

Raised boot fl oor

Our raised bootfl oor package creates an additional discreet 
storage area beneath the boot fl oor. A great accessory that 
is designed to provide easy-access storage for smaller items 
whilst providing a large boot space for bigger items. № t 
suitable for Yetis fi tted with a spare wheel.

Textile boot liner

The textile boot liner is tailor-made to fi t the exact shape 
of the boot fl oor of your Yeti. Easily removable for cleaning, 
it prevents wear of the interior trim.
DCD 630 001
For vehicle with spare wheel or raised boot fl oor - 5L0 061 190

Rubber boot liner

You can throw pretty much anything into the boot when it’s 
protected by this perfectly fi tting, non-slip rubber boot liner. 
And keep your kit under control with the netting system at the 
same time. Easily removable for cleaning, this is a must have 
everyday accessory.

Plastic boot dish

For the ultimate outdoor lifestyle, our plastic boot dish is 
manufactured from durable plastic with a 40mm raised lip 
to contain all the dirt, grit and damp gear you can throw at it. 
Great for everything from muddy wellies to soggy wetsuits.
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same time. Easily removable for cleaning, this is a must have 
everyday accessory.

Plastic boot dish

For the ultimate outdoor lifestyle, our plastic boot dish is 
manufactured from durable plastic with a 40mm raised lip 
to contain all the dirt, grit and damp gear you can throw at it. 

Dog restraint / Luggage partition

Some things you want to be sure stay in the back. Whether it’s 
bulky loads, outsized luggage or even Fido, fresh from a roll in 
the stream. Our rigged metal partition grille is designed to keep 
things safe, secure and where they should be – in the boot.

Dog restraint / Luggage partitionDog restraint / Luggage partition

Some things you want to be sure stay in the back. Whether it’s 

Dog restraint / Luggage partition



Bicycle holder - tow bar

If you’ve got a tow bar this high quality rack for up to two 
bicycles sits securely on the tow ball. Comes with integrated 
number plate board and connecting electrics to ensure you 
remain legal whilst driving. Requires 13 pin electrics.
Extension kit to enable a third bike to be carried - 3C0 071 109 A

1T
00

71
10

5G

 Detachable tow bar

The ultimate accessory for the towing enthusiast, our 
detachable tow bar is manufactured to the highest quality.

Towing electrics 

Available for Yetis with or without factory towing preparation 
and 13-pin and 7-pin options.
For vehicles with factory preparation 
(does not provide split charging capability) - EEA 630 002 E4
For vehicles without preparation 
(does not provide split charging capability) - EEA 630 101 E4

13 pin to single 7 pin adaptor - ZGB 000 055 208 13

Split charging kit for 13 pin electrics - ZGB 000 055 200 W
Full functionality upgrade kit for Yeti 2009 onwards - ZGB 3T2 055 204
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Towing&Racking
There’s only so much outdoor kit you can get inside a Yeti, so open up 
your horizons with roof bars, boxes and tow bars that let you take more.

Without split charge 
functionality

With split charge 
functionality

With preparation 
for tow bar

Without preparation 
for tow bar

EEA 800 001 Detachable tow bar • • •
EEA 800 002 EL Towing electrics with preparation for tow bar •
EEA 800 101 EL Towing electrics without preparation for tow bar •
ZGB 3T2 055 204 Towing electrics with split charge functionality - Part 1 •
ZGB 000 055 200W Towing electrics with split charge functionality - Part 2 •

Bicycle holder - internal

For up to two bicycles to be secured in the security of the 
luggage area of your Yeti.

16Towing&Racking

Bicycle holder - tow bar

If you’ve got a tow bar this high quality rack for up to two 
bicycles sits securely on the tow ball. Comes with integrated 
number plate board and connecting electrics to ensure you 
remain legal whilst driving. Requires 13 pin electrics.
Extension kit to enable a third bike to be carried - 3C0 071 109 A
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Bicycle holder - tow bar

If you’ve got a tow bar this high quality rack for up to two 
bicycles sits securely on the tow ball. Comes with integrated 
number plate board and connecting electrics to ensure you 
remain legal whilst driving. Requires 13 pin electrics.
Extension kit to enable a third bike to be carried - 3C0 071 109 A
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Roof rail cross bars

Go anywhere, carry anything. These locking cross bars are 
simple and easy to install and secure once they’re attached. 
Essential for use with all Yeti mounted accessories
LAS 630 001 

Surfboard holder

Get to the beach with your surfboard in one piece. 
Forget the bungees, it’s much easier to keep your board 
safe and secure with a specifi cally designed holder.

Ski or snowboard rack 

Take to the snow with a rack that takes up to four pairs of 
skis or two snowboards, safely and securely. Available in 
silver aluminium or black.

Bicycle holder 

Hit the dirt tracks on two wheels as well as four. You can 
fi t up to four bicycles on the roof with this fully adjustable 
and lockable bicycle carrier. Available in either silver 
aluminium or black.

Roof racking

Your Yeti is already eminently practical. But our 
wide range of roof racking accessories extends its 
capabilities even further. 

Thule Pacifi c 100 lockable luggage box

For when your boot just isn’t big enough. This 370-litre 
box is the perfect extension to your carrying capacity. 

With up to 50kg maximum weight, this full width box is 
aerodynamically designed to reduce wind resistance, 

noise and vibrations. 1390 x 900 x 390mm

LBT 009 002 A

Thule Pacifi c 500 lockable ski box

Take your friends and family skiing with a 320-litre box 
that holds up to fi ve pairs of skis or four snowboards. 

Designed to keep wind resistance, noise and vibrations 
to a minimum, this box is narrow enough to carry a 
bike on the roof rack too (in case there’s no snow!). 

2260 x 550 x 370mm

LBT 009 001A

Škoda lockable ski box

A lockable ski box which carries up to 5 pairs of skis or 
4 snowboards. This box is designed with a lowered base 

for reduced air resistance, wind noise and vibrations. 
380-litre capacity. 2150 x 800 x 350mm

Luggage basket 

Sometimes you just need more storage. 
This lockable aluminium profi le luggage basket 
includes a fl exible luggage net with removable 
hooks and two 400mm straps. 790 x 1280mm

LBT 009 006
5L6 071 175

18Towing&Racking



Safety&Security
Accessories designed to ensure that you and your 
passengers travel in perfect safety, no matter what 
journey you’re planning.

Baby One Plus G0+
5L0 019 900

Wavo G1-G2-G3
5L0 019 900 B 

Wavo Booster G2-G3
5L0 019 900 C

Škoda child seats

Ensure your youngest passengers travel in perfect safety with our comprehensive 
range of approved, crash-tested child seats. Colours and designs may vary.

Recaro child seats

With a sporty design, these modern, race-car inspired 
child seats are available in a range of exciting colours.

Child seat headrest - 5L0 019 903 
Rear-facing frame - 5L0 019 902 A
Forward-facing frame - 5L0 019 902

ISOFIX G0-G1 
5L0 019 905

Flexible and secure ISOFIX fi tment 
with optional headrest and rear or 
forward facing seat frames.

Young Profi  Plus G0+

ISOFIX seat base required 
for fi tment.
Black/Silver - ZGB 000 061 646 A 
Black/Aquavit - ZGB 000 061 646 D
Grey/Pepper - ZGB 000 061 646 E

Monza G2-G3
Black/Silver - ZGB 000 061 650 A
Black/Aquavit - ZGB 000 061 650 C
Grey/Pepper - ZGB 000 061 650 B

Young Sport G1-G3
Black/Silver - ZGB 000 061 648 A
Black/Aquavit - ZGB 000 061 648 D
Grey/Pepper - ZGB 000 061 648 E

Young Expert Plus G1

ISOFIX seat base required 
for fi tment.
Black/Silver - ZGB 000 061 647 A
Black/Aquavit - ZGB 000 061 647 D
Grey/Pepper - ZGB 000 061 647 E 

Young Expert G1
Black/Aquavit - ZGB 000 061 645 D
Grey/Pepper - ZGB 000 061 645 E

Recaro ISOFIX seat base
ZGB 000 061 649

Group

G0+ 
0-13 kg

From birth to 12-15 months

G1 
9-18 kg

From 9 months to 4 years

G2 
15-25 kg

From 4 to 6 years

G3 
22-36 kg

From 6 to 11 years

Baby Plus One G0+ 0 -13 kg

ISOFIX with RF frame G0-G1 0-18 kg

ISOFIX with FF frame G1 9-18 kg

Wavo G1-G2-G3 9 -36 kg

Wavo Booster G2-G3 15-36 kg

Recaro Young Profi  Plus G0+ 0 -13 kg

Recaro Young Expert G1 9-18 kg

Recaro Young Expert Plus G1 9-18 kg

Recaro Young Sport G1-G3 9 -36 kg

Recaro Monza G2-G3 15-36 kg

A guide to Child Seat 
classifi cation.

Safety&Security 2020

Forward-facing frame - 5L0 019 902

Young Sport G1-G3

Recaro child seats

With a sporty design, these modern, race-car inspired 
child seats are available in a range of exciting colours.

Young Profi  Plus G0

ISOFIX seat base required 
for fi tment.
Black/Silver - ZGB 000 061 646 A 
Black/Aquavit - ZGB 000 061 646 D
Grey/Pepper - ZGB 000 061 646 E



Rear parking sensors

A wise investment to avoid accidental parking bumps. 
Our parking sensors are discreetly fi tted into the rear 
bumper, providing an audible alarm the closer you 
reverse to an obstacle.
BEA 630 001

Care&Protection
Keep your Yeti in perfect condition inside and out with our 
comprehensive range of car care products.

Wash and wax shampoo 
HAO 096 009

Wax polish 
HAO 096 007

Metallic paint polish 
HAO 096 008

Wheel rim cleaning gel 
HBA 096 038

Screen wash additive 
HFA 096 022

Windscreen de-icer 
HFA 096 020

Windscreen ice scraper 
ZGB 000 096 000A

Interior trim cleaner 
HBA 096 040

Upholstery and interior trim cleaner 
HBA 096 024

Leather treatment 
HBA 096 025

Insect remover and glass cleaner 
HBA 096 028

Cuddly Yeti Toy

Cuddle at own risk.

Yeti/car cuddly toy

Turn the car inside out and 
free the Yeti.

Yeti footprint ice cube tray

Icy footprints to keep your 
drink cool.

Furry mitten ice scraper

Hand protection for those 
cold mornings.

5L0 099 301

11912M

11908

11913

Cuddly&Fun
First aid kit

Fire extinguisher

Warning triangle

Tow rope

Anti-theft wheel bolts

CFA 071 004

000 093 251

GFA 410 010 GB

GGA 700 001A

GAA 500 001

Refl ective safety vest

000 093 062C

Snow chains

Suitable for  205/55 R16 
or 205/50 R17 tyres.

Suitable for alloy wheels 
6.0J x 17” Flash.

CEP 800 001

Spare bulb kits

Available in Halogen H7 or 
optional Bi-Xenon headlights.
 For refl ector headlamps - BDB 630 001
For projector headlamps - BDB 630 002

22Care&Protection
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